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Ashton Rodenhiser is passionate about lifting the

creative spirit in everyone that she meets. For the

past seven years, she has followed her passion for

helping people communicate their ideas and

combined that with creativity by founding Mind's

Eye Creative Consulting. 

You’ll often find her with markers in hand as she’s

helping bring ideas to life through graphic

recording and graphic facilitation practices. 

She’s worked with diverse groups, from non-

profits to Fortune 500 companies. It may appear

as if she’s the silent illustrator in the room. In fact,

she’s helping to break down complex concepts

and notions into an easily understandable visual

language, helping others retain more information

while inspiring people to continue practicing her

techniques in the world. 

Over the years, she has brought close to a

thousand presentations and conversations to life

either on paper or digitally. 

When she’s not working with clients, she’s being

silly with her three young kids and husband in rural

Canada.

ABOUT  MEABOUT  ME

“ I love helping people

see and experience

their own a-ha

moments .”
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While graphic recording at events, people tend to say to me a few comments over and over again.

The most popular being:

 1. I love this! I’m a visual learner! 

2. I can’t draw a thing. You must be an artist!

I love the first comment because 80% of us are considered visual learners, so it makes sense that

so many people come up to me at events, gushing about how they love the visual representation of

ideas. The second comment always makes me a little emotional. Most of the time, folks come and

go so quickly, but for those who stay to have a quick chat and, if I sense they are open to it, I stand

on my soapbox for a while. I tell them that I believe everyone can draw and that no, I’m not really

an ‘artist’. I consider myself more of a visual communicator or visual storyteller. By helping to write

and draw the ideas shared during sessions, presentations or meetings, I elevate the ideas and

messages so that people can better understand and connect with the information in a deeper way.

For me, what matters most is the communication of ideas, not simply being an ‘artist’.

With a few simple visual tools, I believe anyone can elevate their meetings or personal note-taking

by using basic drawing skills and understanding how to apply those drawing skills in certain

contexts.

I created the Visual Communication Methodology to help 

demystify the visual communication experience and 

how you, yes you, can simply and easily begin your 

own journey in telling stories with pictures.

While putting together the method, I came 

across ‘s’ and ‘c’ words that perfectly matched 

each concept. For each idea shown on the 

wheel, we have a ‘c’ and ‘s’ word that brings 

together both elementary and complex 

concepts to help you get started.

I NTRODUCT IONINTRODUCT ION
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The great thing about this method is that you can also view the wheel as a pizza. If you are really

hungry, you can sit down and eat the whole darn thing! If you don’t have a lot of time or just need

a quick bite of information, each section can be pulled out and used individually. Each piece

supports another piece, but you can also incorporate the different ideas from each section of the

wheel, piece by piece, if you choose to do so. This will make the learning curve easier for you. You

will be able to implement the ideas and get results right away. But if you have an ‘all in’ personality

like myself, then, by all means, learn and implement it all! There’s no right or wrong way to follow

this method.

Outlined here, piece by piece, I will start by discussing what I believe to be the more foundational

pieces of the method, with the next pieces building on top of one another as you go along.

Here are a few words that I will often be using:

This refers to the large visual tool that you are writing and drawing on. 

It may be a whiteboard, a large sheet of paper or a digital screen projection.
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CHART

This is the action for writing and drawing things, often in real-time, as it’s happening.

CAPTURING

This refers to whatever situation you find yourself in. It could be a brainstorming session, 

a small or large meeting, or a strategic planning session. Basically, where there is more

than just one person in the room, either physically or digitally.

SESSION



This is the beginning stage, which will help you before you even have to start putting pen to paper.

It’s a process of reflection. Often, we jump into a brainstorming session or meeting without any

notion about what success might look like for you, as an individual, or for your team by the end of

it. If you don’t have a clear idea of what you hope to accomplish, it will be harder to reach your

goal. Remember this every time you start a visual communication journey.

Every time you find yourself in a situation having to take notes or stand at a whiteboard with a

team, you have a couple of questions to ask yourself before beginning. Choose which ones make

the most sense for you to ask yourself or the team:

CLAR ITY  &  SPEC IF ICCLAR ITY  &  SPEC IF IC11..

 What are the measurements? 

 What is the impact of this visual? 

 Who or what group will own this visual?

 What are the objectives? 

 What is the main goal?

 Who will be responsible for the outcome?

 What is the outcome(s)?

 How are we reflecting the action items?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

YOU CAN 'T HIT A TARGET YOU CANNOT SEE , AND YOU

CANNOT SEE A TARGET YOU DO NOT HAVE . - ZIG ZIGLAR
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At the end of the day, we are searching for the purpose of visually capturing this session. We are

asking ourselves these questions to discover what our intention is. When you ask yourself these

kinds of questions ahead of time, it may help you to know how and what to capture exactly during

these sessions.

For example, one of the questions I’d strongly consider for you to ask yourself is: Who owns this

visual? You may find out that you capture information differently if you are paying attention for

yourself or listening for a group of people. As a graphic recorder, I’m listening to a speaker or what

is being said in a room, and I’m capturing what I hear and believe to be important for the entire

room. When I’m doing my personal visual note-taking, I’m listening only for myself and, as a result, I

may prioritize certain information that I personally relate to.

Another question you must consider is how this visual information will be shared after the session if

that is the case. You’ll soon discover more about different surface choices, but, put simply, you

need to think about what kind of surface you will use to capture the information on and how easily

will it be to then share it with others later on.

You can begin the session by writing some of these words down on your sheet of paper or

whiteboard.



Every time you make a mark on a surface, whether in a drawing or in writing, it’s a good idea to

complete each item. If you leave a blank space between a part of a letter or don’t draw a

complete circle, then our brains and eyes will want to complete it. This process steals brain power

and precious few seconds, distracting us from what we should be focusing on instead, which is the

actual content.

Choose a style that you feel comfortable writing in. It should be something that can also be easily

read if someone is sitting at the back of a room. Being consistent with how you write your letters is

important, so make each letter the same every time you write it. After many years of doing

countless graphic recording charts, I learned this method and made a conscious choice about how

I would write each letter. Think about your letter style as a kind of font in a Word document. If you

were reading a sentence, and every single word was written in a different font, then it would be

pretty distracting, right?

WE WANT WHOEVER IS READING WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN TO

READ IT WITH AS LITTLE AS DISTRACTION AS POSSIBLE .

2.  CONS ISTENCY  &  SPEED2.  CONS ISTENCY  &  SPEED
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Once you’ve decided what your level of consistent letters will be, you can graduate to how quickly

you need to capture information. Every situation will be different and will impact how fast you may

need to write.

I haven’t even started talking about drawing yet, and there’s a good reason for this.

Focusing on your lettering and focusing on capturing the words are essential. You can always

leave a blank space and fill in this space with drawings and illustrative elements later on, which I

will discuss later in the book.

Write out the first few letters of a word and then come back to it later and finish 

the word.

Echoing the first aspect of this method, you first need to reflect on the purpose and focus on the

communication element of visual communication before jumping to the visual part.

CONTENT IS KING

COMPLETION HACK
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For example, if you are participating in a full-day session vs. a 30-minute speaker presentation,

your approach will be different. You will likely have to write much faster in the 30-minute

presentation to capture key concepts, whereas, in the full-day session, you may have the luxury of

pausing, listening, reflecting, and then capturing what is being communicated.

Here’s a tip that can help you be quicker when capturing your information: Boxing your writing.

Instead of writing the information in long sentences, as you do in your daily life, you can square off

your text by writing down a couple of words then starting a new line underneath the first word.

Answering this question will allow you to understand better how quickly you may need to

write or how much information you should capture. 

HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU HAVE?
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If you are in a session with a small or large group of people, make sure to always think

about the person sitting at the back of the room. Will they be able to read or see what
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3 .  CHART  &  SURFACE3 .  CHART  &  SURFACE
How you decide to set up your space is well worth the forethought, trust me. This is why it comes in

third place in the List of Methods. Here are a few things to consider when choosing which surface

to use:

 Is this something that I need to take with me somewhere else?

 How is this going to be shared? Does it need to be shared?

 What materials do I have readily available to me?

 Which one has the fastest learning curve to get started?

 How large does this need to be?

 How many people will be watching it unfold?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

To help you answer them, revisit some of the questions listed in Chapter 1, where you need to

consider who’s going to be responsible for the outcome and who’s it for.

The three main surfaces that you’ll likely be choosing from are:

 Paper

 Whiteboard

 Digital screen

1.

2.

3.

Review this list of pros and cons to make it easier for you to decide which surface to choose:

A NOTE ABOUT SIZE



you are doing on the board? If you are capturing information on paper or whiteboard, make sure

your drawing and writing are large enough so that everyone in the room can engage with it. If you

are capturing digitally, make sure you have the option of zooming in from time to time so that

people can read and follow what is happening at the moment. This is an amazing tool to make

people feel more engaged in the process, and keeping them informed is crucial.

When writing out words, balance how big you write to draw attention to the most important ideas

and any supporting details. Changing your lettering size will help focus the eye on key ideas very

quickly while keeping everyone in the room on the same page.

Flipcharts are great to use for small groups and spaces. One important thing to remember

is to have some tape handy so that if you need to switch to the next piece of paper, you

can tape up the previous piece, and all the ideas can remain present in the room.

An easy way to capture a hand-drawn visual story is to photograph it. You can even use

the camera on your phone or a scanning app to simplify this process.

We often share meeting minutes or our notes right before the following meeting, and I

say, no more! If you are capturing information for other people than yourself, immediately

share the visual chart with your fellow colleagues so that you can continue the awesome

work you’ve started!
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Checking in with yourself and others throughout the day about what needs to be elaborated or is

missing can be helpful.

It can be nauseating standing at the board by yourself, feeling nervous about drawing. I often say

to people that there is always ‘one of you’ in the room that likes to correct people’s spelling. This is

your moment to shine. Sharing any insecurity in a lighthearted tone can help set the tone of a

meeting and may even lead to a deeper engagement with your peers.

In the World of Visual Facilitation, Anthony Weeks writes: “stories are rooted in personal

experience.” And with personal experience often comes emotions. Listen to the emotion in

someone else’s voice. This can be a clear indicator that there is something deeper, more

substantial, that you should be listening carefully for.

We are storytellers by nature. We love to tell our colleagues stories about our weekends or share

with friends the funny things our kids said the night before. We usually don’t call ourselves

storytellers and may even deny it if someone was to label us as such, but here’s a newsflash: We all

are. We just don’t think about it.

Some of my favourite presentations I have listened to were those with speakers who told or

embedded stories within their speech. It’s not as common as you may think, or at least, I haven’t

experienced it quite as often.

4.  CONNECT ION  &  STORY4.  CONNECT ION  &  STORY
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When we are in a work situation, I think our brains immediately jump to: I know stuff, this person

should know stuff, then, I tell them stuff. But often, when we weave in storytelling in our speech, it

can give it so much more emotion and energy. It can make our speeches more lively and engaging. 

You could consider these aspects of the visual communication method as storymaps, a term used

by some facilitators. A storymap invites someone or a group of people on a journey. It often has a

beginning and a clear ending. It can include history, challenges, decisions, actions, our present

reality and the future. 

For business decisions, you could create a chart focusing on creating a story about your ideal type

of customer or avatar.

It won’t always be the case where you’ll be capturing information, which includes a story, but it’s

something for you to pay attention to. To listen and try to find the story that is being told. Listen to

find the typical story structure: a beginning, a middle or an issue to resolve, and a clear ending.

Lean on question #7 listed in Chapter 1 to consider how you might best synthesize a story.

In order to build the kind of connections and opportunities for these stories to emerge, consider

how to set up the guidelines for the session so that everyone can feel safe to share their thoughts.

If you need some inspiration, find a short TEDx Talk or YouTube video where someone shares an

interesting story relating to your situation.
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Now’s the time to grab some paper and a pen. Whatever you have nearby should work.

I’m asking you to think about how you define what drawing is. In the visual communication method,

we think about drawing as a tool to help you think. We are not looking to create a work of art or

something that’s even pretty. At the end of the day, it needs to be functional for your purpose,

which helps you communicate, express and show ideas. You could create something that is very

beautiful but not functional and something quite horrible, but whose purpose and function are

perfect.

5 .  CONCEPT  &  SKETCH5 .  CONCEPT  &  SKETCH

Bullets are great for list-making and to showcase supporting information related to a

bigger idea.

It is also great for separating information. Bullets can help bring an illustrative element to

the overall space without spending a lot of time drawing. Consistency is important even

with bullet points, so make sure that they are not out of place and distracting to the eye.

You can tie bullets to a particular theme. You can use bullets to help communicate

beyond words as well. For example, if you are creating two lists of things either ‘good’ vs.

‘bad’, you can illustrate this with a sun and a lightning bolt or a happy and a sad face.

BULLETS
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Boxes are great to separate ideas from

each other. At its most simple, they are

lines around things and/or information.

They are great to help separate and set

ideas as well as a group of ideas.

Sometimes creating boxes around

certain information can help make the

overall image appear more cohesive

and to contain any clutter. Although I

love using them, it is good only to use

them sparingly because they start

losing their impact if used too often.

If you know ahead of time that you will

be putting a box around certain

information, then it’s a good idea to

write your information down first before

drawing a box around it so that you

don’t risk running out of space.

You can use a line or a box to draw a

line all the way around the edge of the

capture as well. This can help make an

image feel complete.

They are excellent to connect and

separate enclosed ideas. They are also

great for highlighting specific ideas.

Spark lines can help bring attention to

an idea as well. Lines can be as fancy

or as simple as you want them to be.

BOXES OR CONTAINERS
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There’s a simple formula that you can use to be able to draw an equal arrow. If you follow this

formula, you will get more creative over time and learn to draw many different shapes and sizes of

arrows.

To put it simply, arrows are a line with a point. They are great for showing us where we

are going and trace the flow of the conversation. Arrows help point us in a direction, so

they are ideal to use whenever you want to connect ideas together or help people to

quickly identify the starting point from the final one. They can also represent action.

ARROWS
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While capturing through visual communication, people are really important to represent

since 99% of the time, we find ourselves in situations where we hear information from a

person talking about things relating to people! I guess the 1% of the time where this isn’t

the case must be when robots talk about other robots?

Many people find it stressful to draw people, so I will give you some useful advice. First,

drawing a stick person is absolutely fine. There is nothing wrong with stick people. We

can communicate a lot of information with a simple stick person. If you want to upgrade,

then you can move to a star person. Once you get the basics of star people, you can

adjust the body and arms to different styles. Drawing simple people like this allows you to

point to specific information, to highlight what folks are talking about and much more.

You can use their arms to point at things without having to draw a detailed hand. Again,

we can reflect on how much time we have while capturing information, which will

determine how detailed you can be with your drawings.

When I first started my graphic recording journey, I reflected on how I used to draw

people when I was a child and started drawing a lot of those. Over the years, they have

morphed into a different style of person that still looks great but is more simple and quick

to draw. Once, I even put up a large piece of paper in front of me and timed myself to

see how quickly I could draw a single person. It is a great exercise.

PEOPLE
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If you quickly go back to the beginning of this list, you’ll notice how I haven’t actually taught you

how to draw anything. These are the foundational elements to help bring your ideas to life through

visual communication. You can certainly learn how to draw various simple images to help bring

illustrative elements into your work, but it’s unnecessary to communicate visually. You can move

onto something called iconography, where certain images are used to represent a single idea. If

you find yourself in a situation where the same concept keeps getting repeated, then this would be

the ideal time to use a few basic icons that you feel confident drawing quickly.

Visual metaphors are another concept that you can incorporate into your visual communication

journey as well. These are like visual figures of speech. They can help you explain an idea and

make everyone understand a concept with a simple image. I’d say the iceberg is probably one of

the more popular ones I’ve seen over the years. Think about visual metaphors as a guiding frame.

How will this visual add, not take away, from the conversation? How will this help direct the flow of

the conversation moving forward? For personal note-taking, as long as you know how this relates

to you, then anything goes!

Shading can help add depth and detail to

drawings without spending a lot of time on them.

Shadows can help make an image appear as if it’s

popping off the page, again, without wasting a lot

of time. The secret to making shadows is that you

always want to visualize where your light source is

coming from and see in your mind’s eye where the

shadow would normally be cast on that image.

That’s where you can put your shadow. Grey

markers are great to have in your back pocket for

this element but not necessary. Lots of different

colours can create the same effect.

SHADING & SHADOWS
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As the visual communicator, you are helping others through a spirit of co-creation. You’re giving

space to everyone’s ideas, so they may be shared and mapped out to create a cohesive whole.

You’re presenting a holistic view of the conversation as it took place. The sheer act of capturing

this process, in turn, inspires more collaboration and sharing of ideas throughout the session.

One of the main reasons why adding visual communication during your sessions or meetings is so

good is collaborative team investment. Seeing your ideas come to life makes people want to

engage even more with the content.

If you are the person who has volunteered to be the visual communicator for the session or

meeting, ask yourself some of these questions before going into the meeting:

6 .  COLLABORAT ING  &  SHAR ING6 .  COLLABORAT ING  &  SHAR ING

 What do I personally bring to the table, what wisdom do I want to share?

 How can I capture in such a way to bring everyone’s voices to life?

 What are my personal values, what are the group's values, and how will they be reflected  

in the chart?

 How can I ask people in the room for input? What tools will I use to do this?

1.

2.

3.

4.
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An ANECDOTE ON HOW VISUALS CAN MAKE 
PEOPLE FEEL MORE HEARD AND VALUED :

A few years ago, I was in a situation where many people from across an organization came

together for a day-long meeting. It was made very clear to us, me as a graphic facilitator and my

co-facilitator, that some people were not happy to be here and who expressed their displeasure

when coming through the door, saying how they felt like the session would be a waste of time. We

could have put pressure on ourselves to convince them that it was indeed not a waste of time.

Instead, I paid attention to their humour as they joked about something then incorporated a

drawing into the chart to represent their joke. During the morning break, they came up to the

board, pointed at the drawing and started talking about it. Through a simple image, I was able to

show that their voices had been heard and valued in the room. I demonstrated that we would

reflect on all of their concerns, thoughts, opinions and ideas.

In the book Thinking Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman, the author discusses how

necessary it is for us to take breaks often in order to think our best. He recommends that

for every 60 minutes of work, we should take a 10 minutes break. If you are in a session,

consider this and suggest it to the person making the agenda that this be included, or a

version of it that works best for you. If you are the visual communicator for the sessions,

this will give your brain a break and give you time to reflect on the information, to

arrange or put more ideas down on paper.

BRAIN BREAKS
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It’s important to know who’s in the room. Culture has and can be a very delicate subject

of conversation, and I am no expert when it comes to discussing it.

Ask the people in the room if certain images help them feel more connected to the work.

Be aware of cultural appropriation and of tokenized images. Unless something was

specifically used or talked about for an object or item of cultural significance, it is better

to leave it out. Before drawing something that you would consider a cultural object, talk

to the room about it and ask for their help about what it looks like. Sometimes writing out

the words instead of using the images may be more appropriate. When it comes to

drawing people, you can represent them in all the colours of the rainbow and draw them

in all shapes and sizes to make it more diverse. If you are drawing cartoon characters, be

mindful of representing who’s in the room or who will be reviewing the information or

what values are represented. If you draw only people with short hair and white, you may

tell the people in the room or a future audience who may see this drawing that only white

men are welcome in this conversation.

AN EXTRA BUT IMPORTANT C : CULTURE
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An inspiring by-product of doing this visual work with a group of people is to build a

sense of community. You are creating a shared understanding and a sense of cohesion

where people are getting to know each other and building upon each other's ideas.

Because of the visual aspect of the work, the flow of the conversation becomes very

apparent. You can also lean on the visual as a reminder to stay on task. Often people will

talk about an idea over and over again to help get their point across. Tapping or pointing

at the chart while saying a few words can bring attention to the fact that we’ve already

captured this specific idea and find out what else needs to be added.

Often, when I’m in a session, it becomes clear fairly quickly what people want to talk

about the most. One side of the chart will only have a few things listed, while the other

side may have many more ideas listed for a single topic. Without the visual, we wouldn’t

have understood the drastic difference in the direction of the conversation.

ANOTHER EXTRA C : COMMUNITY
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To elaborate on the most common questions that people ask me. The third popular one is probably:

how do you decide what to draw? It wasn’t until I started teaching a graphic recording workshop a

few years ago that I started thinking about how I actually do this. I often stumble while answering

this question. If you do this and practise often, then you can get to a point where you don’t think

about it quite as much.

If you have ever learned a musical instrument, you may relate to this analogy. I have learned to play

many instruments throughout my life, one being the guitar when I was fifteen. At first, when you are

learning the chords, you often fumble to try and grab the right strings to push down on each chord.

The more you practice, the more you build up muscle memory and eventually grab each chord

without thinking. Maybe you graduate to learning how to finger-pink, and even trickier still, which I

haven’t mastered yet is finger-picking while singing (hopefully in tune) at the same time.

7 .  CR ITER IA  &  SYNTHES IS7 .  CR ITER IA  &  SYNTHES IS
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The more you practice visual communication, the more your brain will begin to get wired not only to

know how to immediately draw something but graduate to having a visual vocabulary of icons that

are useful for visual metaphors. Then further on, you build better drawing skills while actively

listening at the same time until you can draw, listen and synthesize information all at once.



A standard definition of synthesizing describes it as combining (a number of things) into a coherent

whole. Let’s break this down a little further. In the combining phase, that’s where you are

combining listening, thinking, writing, and drawing. Coherent means that it needs to make sense

during and after the session. Hopefully, the whole is creating one complete picture (literally) as the

outcome of the conversation.

We achieve this by practicing our listening, thinking, writing, and drawing skills while considering

the conversation as a whole understandable outcome.

How much information do I need to include here to help people remember? When a person has

been speaking for a few minutes, we listen for the key ideas or the golden nuggets as I like to call

them, and we reflect those keywords. How much supporting information needs to be included is

something that you can decide during the moment as well. Often people will summarize things by

themselves, saying, “Well, what I’m really trying to say here is that XYZ.”

I knew a reporter who asked at the end of every interview: “Is there anything else that you think I

should know?” Most people tend to answer with: “Well, not really, at the end of the day, I just really

want people to know XYZ.” Most of the time, she would use that voice clip in her news segment as

people helped to summarize their own points. If you have the luxury of speaking in this session, you

can ask people for them to summarize what they mean. Telling them something about making sure

you capture their words properly helps add value to their voice while clarifying their message.

In situations where you may be doing personal note-taking, visual communication may be useful,

especially in situations where you’re listening to a speaker for thirty minutes, and you won’t have

the luxury to think and reflect on what’s being said.
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This style of note-taking gives you a certain degree of freedom, giving yourself permission to not

write everything down. By capturing visually, our brains help make better connections in a way that

you will remember more easily, regardless of how much detail you include. The sheer act of

doodling can help you retain up to 29% more information, so being more purposeful with your

drawn marks can elevate this benefit even further.

You may also want to step back from situations and define for yourself and the group what is the

problem you are trying to solve and what success would look like at the end of your session. This

may help to guide you on what to include in the criteria for you to capture.

In May 2020, I did a talk during the event Let’s Sketch Tech called Inside the Mind of a Graphic

Recorder. In this talk, I broke down a short TED Talk in separate chunks and explained how I make

certain decisions while I capture.
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Onto the fourth most popular question I get: “how do you know how to fill the space?” A few

different iterations of this question include questions related to how do you know if you will run out

of space? How do you decide what goes where?

How you decide to format your page and set up can be crucial. It is more important to revisit the

first aspect of the methodology to get a clear idea about the purpose, what will happen, and what

the goal is. If you are doing personal note-taking, then there is less pressure, unless you are putting

pressure on yourself to fit everything perfectly and equally on your page. When you are in a session,

the stakes may be a little bit higher.

There exist a few different methods in how to capture information. The style that I tend to

capture in is left to right, known as popcorn style. And to help draw the eye to show the

flow of the information, I generally use arrows and lines.

No matter how much forethought you might put into the space ahead of time, it might be

completely irrelevant. Agendas and timelines can change. The great thing is, you can

always add more! Add another board, another piece of paper or change the canvas size

of your digital screen. Be flexible with the process of how things unfold, especially when

you are in the beginning stages. At the end of the day, you are there to help

conversations flow better, to get the ideas down in such a way as to keep the

conversation going. It won’t matter if one area is fuller or you had to hang an extra 

piece of paper on the wall.

8 .  CONTA IN  &  STRUCTURE8 .  CONTA IN  &  STRUCTURE

The day may be chunked into time slots. You can look at the space you have and decide

ahead of time how much space you think you might need for each area. If you are

capturing on paper, you can even lightly section off with a pencil the different sections

where the information will go. Using a pencil gives you flexibility to draw outside of the

lines.

WHEN YOU HAVE AN IDEA OF THE AGENDA

WHEN YOU DON 'T HAVE AN IDEA OF THE AGENDA
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Leaving space around chunks of information is the unsung hero of making sure your page

doesn’t get overcrowded. Leaving white space allows you to very easily be able to see

the different chunks of information. It also allows you to contain information with drawing

elements or to add additional visuals. If the conversation suddenly turns or someone says

something relating to a conversation two hours ago, then you can sneak in that piece of

wisdom where it actually belongs without worrying about filling up an area.

If you are capturing on paper and can’t easily erase or go back a few steps and you have

the luxury of time, then one suggestion is to place a few sticky notes on your paper or

keep them nearby so that you can jot a few notes or words down before placing ink on

the paper. If you have a lot of time, then you can capture lots of sticky notes before

committing to the final work. I’d suggest putting concrete ideas down on paper as soon

as they emerge, though, to help the conversation flow so that people don’t backtrack or

talk themselves into circles.

STICKY NOTE TIP

WHITE SPACE IS YOUR FRIEND
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Sometimes, people will refer to my work as a visual communicator as doing mind maps. I

respond to this comment either with yes or no. Yes, as sometimes the work may resemble

a mind map, and no, since it doesn’t have to resemble a mind map. To me, a mind map is

a very specific way of capturing information by following the formula created by Tony

Buzan. A mind map can be used as a template. There are many different templates that

you can use. Here are a few examples of templates that you can use to format and

structure your capturing:

When you think of hierarchy, consider how large or small you can capture certain

information. If everything is all the same size, then it may indicate to the reader that all

the information is equal, which most likely isn’t the case. Titles and headings can be used,

or main ideas can be written in larger characters and details in smaller characters. 

A friendly reminder to use boxes to help contain specific information and use bullets to

create lists.

MIND MAPS AND STYLES

HIERARCHY
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You want to capture information to help people quickly review the graphic during or after the

event without having to guess what information belongs where exactly.



In the first chapter, we talked about the importance of stepping back and looking at the bigger

picture to help set yourself up for success. We then discussed various suggestions about improving

your writing with consistency. Focus on the content and adapt your work for the situation you are in

and the time that you have. In the third chapter, you read about choosing the type of surface to

use and the size of lettering for any given situation. We then moved onto deepening the

conversation about storytelling and the role that you will play in helping people connect with

information through storytelling. We finally introduced some drawing techniques and visual

metaphors. I also presented how crucial collaboration and sharing can be whenever you are using

visual communication as a tool during sessions and meetings, which I linked to the concepts of

culture and community. In the seventh chapter, I examined how to synthesize information as you

hear it and offered some helpful tips to ease you into this process before concluding with some

tips and suggestions on how to make your final visual feel more cohesive and complete. 

I wrote this eBook to facilitate the learning curve into visual communication. Take this information

and seek out different ways to use it, whether it be in your own thinking-process and personal

note-taking or during your next brainstorming session at work. 

In a recent podcast interview, entrepreneur and best-selling author Seth Godin said that no one is

talented, but instead, we all choose to develop certain types of skills. If you remain deeply

committed to learning this practice, I believe you will be able to expand your visual communication

skills very quickly. And this eBook can help you on this journey. 

Remember only to take on what works for you at this time. And don’t forget my pizza analogy at

the beginning of the book. Read the whole thing and implement it all but even better yet, take out

individual pieces at the time to help you develop your skills even further. 

There you have it! Go into the world and become one with your marker! My vision is that you will

begin using these visual communication tools both at work and in your own personal life to help

you and the people around you connect more deeply during conversations. What sold me on the

power of this practice was the impact that it had on my memory. I am now able to retain

information months after the events. I believe that the more you incorporate visual communication

into your daily life, the more impact you’ll experience. 

Share this book with your colleagues, friends, family and, especially with young students, and

encourage them to draw their schoolwork to help them through their note-taking journey. It is a

practice that can be useful to you at any moment in your life.

ConclusionConclusion
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https://www.facebook.com/MindsEyeCreativeCF
https://twitter.com/mindseyeccf
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https://github.com/mindseyecreative

